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• Strategies for integrating early 
childhood data
State examples

• Key Areas to Focus on For 
Implementation



Early Childhood Data Collaborative
www.ecedata.org

Effective use of data systems will 
help policymakers improve:

• Access to high-quality programs
• Program quality
• ECE workforce quality
• Child outcomes
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The Early Childhood Data Collaborative (ECDC) promotes policies and
practices to support policymakers’ development and use of coordinated
state early care and education (ECE) data systems.

Equity Policy concerns:

• Equal access to high quality early 
childhood programs

• Preschool expulsion
• Equity for early learning professionals
• Racial bias in early learning settings 

http://www.ecedata.org/
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How sharing childhood data can support 
children’s development



How states use integrated early childhood data
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To support cross-agency goals:
• target services to children with 

the greatest needs
• conduct meaningful research 

to inform and improve ECE 
services

• narrow achievement gaps 
between children in difference 
racial and income brackets



Minnesota’s Data Story

This video highlights the benefits of Minnesota's Early Childhood
Longitudinal Data System, according to staff at local and state
organizations.
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Source: Children’s Defense Fund- Minnesota (2017). Evaluating early childhood program access: An analysis of participation data for 
lower income children, children of color and American Indian children from the Minnesota Early Childhood Longitudinal Data System.

• Do children of color 
have equal access to 
early childhood 
programs?



Strategies for Integrating Early 
Childhood Data



Types of coordinated or integrated data systems 

System Type Data
Quality

Data 
Availability

Cross Agency
Workflow

Data Governance

Comprehensive, 
integrated data
system

Highest

Lowest

Highest

Lowest

Most Efficient

Least Efficient

Most Efficient

Least Efficient

Federated, 
coordinated data
system

Coordinated data 
systems with linked 
customized interfaces

Unlinked databases or 
point solutions

Source: Reproduced from INQUIRE Webinar (2013). Data management: Best practices for producing high quality data 
[PowerPoint slides]. 



10 Fundamentals
of coordinated state ECE data systems

Child Level

#1. Unique Child 
identifier

#2. Demographic 
and program 

participation data

#3. Child 
development data

Program 
Level

#5. Unique program 
identifier

#6. Structure, 
quality, and work 
environment data

Workforce 
Level

#7. Unique 
workforce identifier

#8. Demographic, 
education and 
training data

Governance

#9. Entity to manage 
data collection

and use

#10. 
Transparent privacy 

protection and 
security practices 

and polices

# 4. Linkages with K-12
and other key data systems
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Linking Child-level Data w/ 
Other Key Data Systems
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A single source in NC for integrated early childhood data for selected 
education, health and social services programs

Example of questions that can now be answered with NC-ECIDS:
1. How many children are receiving multiple services? 

 What are the demographics of children who are receiving 3, 4, or 
5 services? 

 Is there geographic variation where children are receiving larger 
or fewer numbers of services?

2. How many children who are pre-K age eligible are not in NC Pre-K 
are receiving other types of services (e.g., subsidized child care, 
TANF, food and nutrition services)? 
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(N=339,413)

Children receiving one service Children receiving two or more services

Source: North Carolina Early Childhood Integrated Data System (2014-15). Number of children receiving multiple NC ECIDS Services.

Current Participating 
Programs:
• NC Pre-K
• Subsidized child care
• Early Intervention - IDEA, 

Part C
• Special Education - IDEA Part 

B (619)
• Food & Nutrition Services
• Child Protective Services

Planned for the future:
• Head Start/EHS
• Temporary Assistance for 

Needy Families
• EC Workforce data
• Child Care Regulatory Data
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• Public standard 
aggregate reports

• Report customizer
• Data request process



Linking Program-level Data
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• PELICAN is a data partnership between the Department of 
Public Welfare and the Office of Child Development and Early 
Learning. 

• The Early Learning Network collects information about 
children (ex. assessments), teachers, and programs to inform 
Pennsylvania’s early childhood initiatives and services, and 
support program evaluation and improvement.

• Reports on child enrollment, early learning outcomes data, 
and staff qualifications are used to inform and monitor 
program quality and support programs.
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Master Provider Index (MPI)

PELICAN links child and provider data using:
• Master Provider Index (MPI): used to shares changes to a 

provider’s information with the appropriate PELICAN 
systems

• Master Client Index (MCI): used to share changes to a 
client’s information with the appropriate PELICAN systems

MPI MCI
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What was learned from PELICAN data:

• More than one-third (35 percent) of children under age five 
participate in state and/or federally funded quality early childhood 
education programs.

• The three programs which serve the most children are Keystone 
STARS (16 percent), Early Intervention (10 percent) and Head Start 
(5 percent).

• Early Intervention and Head Start are the only direct impact 
programs for children under age five to reach children in all 67 
counties.

Notes: Percentages based on population of children under age five in Pennsylvania; 2011-2012 data



Linking Workforce-level Data



Oregon Workforce Registry
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A comprehensive online database can 
answer questions about the ECE 
workforce:

• Are professional development 
opportunities utilized in an equitable 
manner?

• What role does the workforce play in 
the quality of early care and 
education programs in the state?

• Are there communities where 
disparities in quality exist that could 
be better supported through 
workforce initiatives?



Linking program and workforce data
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Child Care 
Licensing
(CCRIS)

Oregon 
Registry
(ORO)

Central 
Repository

(CR)



Staff qualifications and training record
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Data Governance



Data Governance
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• North Carolina has two separate 
but coordinated data governance 
structures: the P–20W Council 
(preschool through workforce) 
and the NC ECIDS Governance 
Council. 

• NC ECIDS chair is a member of 
the P–20W Council.



Data Governance
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7 Key Areas to Focus on For Implementation
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1. Stakeholder Engagement
2. Data Governance
3. Privacy, Security, and 

Transparency
4. Linking, Matching, and 

Sharing
5. Data Access and Use
6. Data Quality
7. State Capacity
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Carlise King, Executive Director, 
Early Childhood Data Collaborative

Phone: 240-223-9329
Email: cking@childtrends.org

Visit www.ecedata.org for more 
information

Follow us on twitter @ecedata

mailto:cking@childtrends.org
http://www.ecedata.org/


Questions?
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THANK YOU!
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